
BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: AJAY UTTAM BHOSALE

: 210748

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: AKSHAY ASHOK KAWALE

: 210749

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: AKSHAY MOHAN BHOSALE

: 210750

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: AMOL SANJAY DESHMUKH

: 210751

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: ASHWINI BAJARANG SURYAGANDH

: 210752

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: ASHWINI PANDURANG KATE

: 210753

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: ATUL DEVIDAS DAKE

: 210754

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: ATUL JEEVAN RAJGURU

: 210755

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: AVINASH DILIP KAMBLE

: 210756

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: BHARAT RAMCHANDRA TIRMAKHE

: 210757

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: BRAMHESH SUBHASH RAKSHASKAR

: 210758

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: CHANDRASHEKHAR VISHNUPANT UPHADE

: 210759

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: DADASO LAXMAN SURYAWANSHI

: 210760

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: DAYANAND PARSHARAM JAYANNAWAR

: 210761

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: DHANESHWARI MAHESHKUMAR SHINDE

: 210762

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: DIPALI VIKRAM GADHIRE

: 210763

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: DNYANESHWAR DIGAMBAR INGOLE

: 210764

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: GEETA SURESH KEJANU

: 210765

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: GHATGE KANCHAN BHIMRAO

: 210766

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: JANAKI NAMADEV DESAI

: 210767

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: JAYASHRI DIPAK KAMBLE

: 210768

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: JAYASHRI KRUSHNAT CHOUGULE

: 210769

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: JYOTI AMIT VARALE

: 210770

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: JYOTI VIDYADHAR RASTE

: 210771

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: KAILAS KUMAR SATPUTE

: 210772

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: KIRAN LAXMAN BACHHAO

: 210773

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: KOMAL BAPUSAHEB JAGTAP

: 210774

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: KUMAR MOHAN CHOUDHARI

: 210775

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: MADHAVI KRISHNADEO KADAM

: 210776

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: MAITHILI VIJAY LONDHE

: 210777

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: MEGHARANI RAMESH SARGAR

: 210778

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: MONIKA SUNIL GHATAGE

: 210779

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: NAMITA HEMANT NAIKNAWARE

: 210780

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: NIKITA RAMDAS BOBADE

: 210781

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: NILESH BAJIRAO KALE

: 210782

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: NISHANT DINKAR KHABDE

: 210783

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PARASHARAM PANDURANG PAWAR

: 210784

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: POONAM MOHAN RUIKAR

: 210785

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: POONAM SHASHIKANT WAIDANDE

: 210786

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRADNYA RAJENDRA SONAWANE

: 210787

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRAJKTA VIJAY LONDHE

: 210788

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRASENJEET SHASHIKANT KAMBLE

: 210789

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRASHANT SOMNATH PRAKSHALE

: 210790

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRATIK RAVINDRA KATARE

: 210791

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRAVANTI TANAJI UDGIRKAR

: 210792

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRIYANKA SAMBHAJI KAMBLE

: 210793

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: PRIYANKA SURESH WARNARAYAN

: 210794

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: RAHUL KISAN GANGAWANE

: 210795

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: RAJU KESHAV GAIKWAD

: 210796

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: ROHIDAS ARJUN ABHANGE

: 210797

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SADHANA DIPAK KAMBLE

: 210798

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SANYOGITA DILIP SORATE

: 210799

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SAREEKA DHANAPAL MALAGE

: 210800

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SAVITA SAMBHAJI KAMBLE

: 210801

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SHAILAJA JAYKUMAR KAMBLE

: 210802

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SHRIKANT HIRAMAN LOHALE

: 210803

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SIDDHARTH KRUSHNAT KATKOLE

: 210804

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SMITA DATTATRAY LONDHE

: 210805

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SUBHASH CHANDRAKANT LANDGE

: 210806

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SUDARSHAN SHRIDHAR DESAI

: 210807

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SUNITA KALLAPPA KAMBLE

: 210808

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SWATI MANOHAR WAGHMARE

: 210809

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: SWATI PRAVIN PAWAR

: 210810

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: TEJESH SHIRISH PAWAR

: 210811

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: UMESH RAMDAS PHONDEKAR

: 210812

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: VAISHALI VISHWAS GAIKWAD

: 210813

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: VARSHA SAGAR KAMBLE

: 210814

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: VIDHYA GOUTAM MALGAONKAR

: 210815

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: VISHAL AJABRAO TEMBHURNE

: 210816

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.



BARTI , SARTHI, MAHAJYOTI

The Autonomus Institutes of Goverment Of Maharashtra

Combined Entrance Test(CET) for Ph.D fellowship

ADMIT CARD

Day & Date
Wednesday, 10th January, 2024

1. The candidate is required to carry the admit card, besides Original identity proof such as 
Driving License, Election Card, Aadhaar Card, Passport or PAN Card etc. in absence of which 
candidate will not be allowed to appear for the CET examination.
2. Candidate has to paste a attested recent photo at appropriate place.
3. The candidate must sign the attendance sheet , in absence of which his/her OMR answer 
sheets will not be assessed.
4. Candidate should report to the exam center One hour before commencement of exam.
5. Use only a Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to shade the circles concerning Seat number and 
answers on the OMR answer sheet. The circle should be shaded properly. 
6. The Candidate must ensure that the test booklet code printed on the Test Booklet is 
written and shaded on OMR Sheet.
7. Ensure that the seat number shaded correctly on the OMR Sheet. Failure to do this, you will 
get zero marks and you will be responsible for this mistake.
8. No candidate shall be allowed to carry Calculator, Cellular-phone, Mobile Phone, Pager 
and other electronic devices in the Examination Hall/Room.
9. Please ensure the details such as your name, shown in the admit card are as per your online 
application form.
10. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.
11. Important Note for PWD Candidates (40% or more disability)
If you are Physically Handicapped and if you are unable to write, please contact the 
Superintendent of your examination centre with relevant documents along with request letter.
12. PWD Cndidate are required to arrange writter at their own level and writter must be graduate 
in a subject other than appears, The writter bring their Degree certificate/Marksheet  and 
undertaking & submit it to superintandent before Examination.
13.Handicap candidate will alloted extra 20 minute for Test.
14. The candidate has to return the original OMR Sheet at the end of Examination to the 
invigilator in the examination Hall/Room. However, Candidates are allowed to carry the used 
Test Booklet. 

Important Instructions

Name of Candidate

Seat No.

Centre

: YUGANDHARA SHRIMANT CHANDANSHIVE

: 210817

: kolhapur 

: Humanities Building , Shivaji University, 
Kolhapur 416 004
 

Examination 
Centre

Signature of the 
Candidate

 Paste here 
self attested 

recent 
photograph

 
 

PWD (>=40%) : No

Time
10:00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.


